Objectives: This study compared the retention of BioAggregate (BA; Innovative BioCeramix) and mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA; Angelus) as coronal plugs after applying different intracanal medications (ICMs) used in regenerative endodontic.

Materials and Methods: One-hundred human maxillary central incisors were used. The canals were enlarged to a diameter of 1.7 mm. Specimens were divided into 5 groups \( (n = 20) \) according to the ICM used: calcium hydroxide (CH), 2% chlorhexidine (CHX), triple-antibiotic paste (TAP), double-antibiotic paste (DAP), and no ICM (control; CON). After 3 weeks of application, ICMs were removed and BA or MTA were placed as the plug material \( (n = 10) \). The push-out bond strength and the mode of failure were assessed. The data were analyzed using 2-way analysis of variance, the Tukey's test, and the \( \chi^2 \) test; \( p \) values < 0.05 indicated statistical significance.

Results: The type of ICM and the type of plug material significantly affected bond strength \( (p < 0.01) \). Regardless of the type of ICM, BA showed a lower bond strength than MTA \( (p < 0.05) \). For MTA, CH showed a higher bond strength than CON, TAP and DAP; CHX showed a higher bond strength than DAP \( (p < 0.01) \). For BA, CH showed a higher bond strength than DAP \( (p < 0.05) \). The mode of failure was predominantly cohesive for BA \( (p < 0.05) \).

Conclusions: MTA may show better retention than BA. The mode of bond failure with BA can be predominantly cohesive. BA retention may be less affected by ICM type than MTA retention.
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INTRODUCTION

Disinfection of the root canal space is of paramount importance for a successful outcome. Disinfection can be performed mechanically, through canal instrumentation, or chemically, through irrigation and intracanal medication (ICM). Chemical disinfection plays a greater role for immature teeth subjected to regenerative endodontic procedures (REPs) because minimal mechanical instrumentation is allowed in such teeth [1].
Several irrigant/ICM combinations have been used in REPs, with triple-antibiotic paste (TAP) being the most commonly-used ICM [2] due to its possible discoloration potential [3]; however, alternatives, such as double-antibiotic paste (DAP) and calcium hydroxide (CH), have been used [2]. Chlorhexidine (CHX) has been used in endodontics as an irrigant and an ICM. It has been proposed as an alternative to CH and antibiotics in REPs, as it shows similar antibacterial effects [4] and may have fewer adverse effects on dentin [5,6]. It has been used alone or in combination with CH [2].

Calcium-silicate cements (CSCs) have been the top choice as coronal plugs, as they provide an efficient bacteria-tight and biocompatible seal [1,2]. CSC derivatives can be either Portland cement-based materials, such as mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA), or tricalcium silicate (TCS)-based materials, such as Biodentine and BioAggregate (BA; Innovative BioCeramix, Vancouver, BC, Canada) [7,8]. BA also contains monobasic calcium phosphate, amorphous silicon dioxide, and tantalum pentoxide for radiopacity [9,10]; it is considered a biphasic material (a material containing 2 cementitious materials), due to its calcium phosphate content [11,12]. BA shows a higher resistance to acids [10,13], exerts a longer-term strengthening effect on weakened teeth [14], and has less potential for discoloration than MTA. It has shown similar success to MTA in treating immature teeth [16].

Some authors have investigated the effect of the ICM used in REPs on the bonding potential of MTA and Biodentine with varying results [17-20]. No studies to date have assessed the effect of such ICMs on the retention of BA; it was therefore of interest to conduct an *ex vivo* comparison of the retention of BA and MTA as coronal plugs after the prior application of different ICMs that are used in REPs.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Preparation of the specimens**

The protocol of this study was approved by the institutional review board of the Faculty of Dentistry (18/2/40). A total of 100 human maxillary incisors that had been recently extracted were used. The teeth were examined visually, under a magnification of ×3.5 (Global G6, Global Surgical Corporation, St. Louis, MO, USA), and radiographically to exclude immature, carious, cracked, resorbed, or calcified teeth. Teeth with similar dimensions in both the labio-palatal and the mesio-distal aspects were selected. The measurements were done at the level of the cementoenamel junction (CEJ) using a digital caliper (Mitutoyo, Tokyo, Japan), and teeth with a maximum of 10% deviation from the mean in each dimension were included.

Teeth were coronally accessed and the working length was established using a size 15 K-file 1 mm shorter than the tooth length. A single operator instrumented all the canals using a rotary nickel-titanium system (ProTaper Universal, Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland). The canals were instrumented up to instrument F5, and then Peeso drills (Mani, Tochigi, Japan) were used from No. 1 up to No. 6 (1.7 mm in diameter), passing 1 mm beyond the apical foramen. The teeth were then shortened to 12 mm apical to the CEJ to mimic immature roots. The canals were irrigated with 2 mL of 2.5% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) between every 2 consecutive instruments. A final flush was then done using 5 mL of 2.5% NaOCl and 5 mL of 17% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) followed by 10 mL of distilled water. The canals were then dried with paper points (Dentsply Maillefer).
Grouping

The specimens were randomly divided according to the type of the ICM used inside the canal into 5 equal groups ($n = 20$): 1) the CH group, in which an injectable CH paste (Ultracal XS, Ultradent Products, South Jordan, UT, USA) was used; 2) the CHX group, in which an injectable 2% CHX gel (Gluco-CHeX 2% gel, PPH CERKAMED, Stalowa Wola, Poland) was used; 3) the TAP group, in which the ICM was a TAP containing a 1:1:1 ratio of doxycycline (Vibramycin 100 mg, Pfizer Inc., New York, NY, USA), ciprofloxacin (Cipro 500 mg, Schering-Plough, Kenilworth, NJ, USA), and metronidazole (Flagyl 500 mg, Sanofi-Aventis, Tours, France); 4) the DAP group, in which the ICM was a DAP containing a 1:1 ratio of ciprofloxacin and metronidazole; 5) the control (CON) group, where no ICM was applied.

The specimens within each group were further subdivided into 2 subgroups ($n = 10$) according to the plug material used, as follows: MTA (Angelus, Londrina, Brazil) or BA.

Preparation of the antibiotic pastes

For TAP, equal portions of doxycycline, ciprofloxacin, and metronidazole (1:1:1) were mixed. The powder was then mixed with distilled water at a concentration of 1 g/mL to obtain a pasty slurry with a consistency that was clinically usable and somewhat similar to the consistency of the other ICMs that were used. For DAP, only ciprofloxacin and metronidazole (1:1) were used.

Placement of the ICMs

All the canals were apically sealed using sticky wax to ensure containment of the ICMs inside the root canal throughout the required duration. All the ICMs used, whether in the form of a paste or a gel, were injected inside the root canals. The coronal openings were sealed with a small cotton pellet and temporary filling (Cavit G, 3M ESPE, Seefeld, Germany). The specimens were stored at 37°C in 100% humidity for 3 weeks [17] after which the ICMs were removed by a combination of light instrumentation using the master apical file followed by rinsing with 10 mL of 2.5% NaOCl, 10 mL of 17% EDTA for 1 minute, and then 10 mL of distilled water.

Coronal plug placement

All the teeth were placed in moistened floral foam. An internal collagen matrix (ETIK, Pierre Rolland, Acteon, France) was used to support the placement of plug materials. The instructions of each material’s manufacturer were followed. A microapical placement system (MAP, Produits Dentaires SA, Vevey, Switzerland) was used for inserting the materials into the canals, and endodontic pluggers were used for the compaction of a 3-mm coronal plug. All procedures were done under magnification ($\times$13). All access cavities were sealed using a temporary filling (Cavit G, 3M ESPE) placed over a moistened cotton pellet in the pulp chamber [17-19] for 3 days. The specimens were stored at 37°C and 100% relative humidity [17-20].

Push-out bond testing

For each specimen, a 2.0 ± 0.1 mm transverse section perpendicular to the long axis of the root was sliced using an isomet saw. A universal testing machine (Model 3345, Instron, Buckinghamshire, UK) was used to dislodge the plug materials utilizing a 1.3-mm-diameter cylindrical plunger in an apical-coronal direction at a load cell of 500 N and a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min until failure. The maximal force applied to the material before displacement was recorded in newtons (N). The following equation was used to calculate the push-out bond strength (MPa), as an indicator of retention: Push-out bond strength (MPa) = Force to dislodgement (N)/Adhesive surface area (mm$^2$). For each section, the adhesion surface area (A)
was calculated as follows: \((\pi r_1 + \pi r_2) \times L\), and the value of \(L\) was calculated as the square root of \((r_1 - r_2)^2 + h^2\), where \(\pi\) is a constant equal to 3.14, \(r_1\) is the smaller radius, \(r_2\) is the larger radius, and \(h\) is the thickness of the section in millimeters as measured using a digital caliper.

**Assessment of the mode of failure**

The mode of failure was evaluated by examining the sections after material displacement using a stereomicroscope (×40 magnification, SZ-PT, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The mode of failure was classified as adhesive (failure at the dentin-material interface), cohesive (failure within the material), or mixed (a combination of adhesive and cohesive failure within the same specimen).

**Statistical analysis**

Push-out bond strength data were analyzed using the 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test followed by the Tukey’s *post hoc* test for multiple comparisons. The effects of ‘The type of ICM’ and ‘The type of plug material’, as the 2 independent variables, and the effect of the interaction between these 2 independent variables (The type of plug material × The type of ICM) on the push-out bond strength, as the dependent variable, were assessed. If a statistically significant effect was found for the interaction between the 2 independent variables on the push-out bond strength, the mean values of the bond strength recorded for the different types of ICMS used were compared for each plug material separately using the 1-way ANOVA test followed by the Tukey’s *post hoc* test for pair-wise comparisons. The mean bond strength values recorded for the 2 plug materials were also compared separately for each ICM using the Student’s *t*-test. The incidence of the different modes of failure was analyzed using the \(\chi^2\) test. The \(p\) values less than 0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 for Windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

**RESULTS**

The mean and standard deviation values of the bond strength for each subgroup are presented in Table 1. A statistically significant effect was found for the 2 independent variables, ‘The type of ICM’ \( (p < 0.001) \) and ‘The type of plug material’ \( (p < 0.001) \), and their interaction \( (The \ type \ of \ plug \ material \times \ The \ type \ of \ ICM, \ p < 0.001) \) on bond strength, the dependent variable. Regardless of the type of ICM, MTA showed higher bond strength than BA.

A statistically significant interaction of the 2 independent variables indicates that the effect of 1 independent variable on the dependent variable is influenced by the other independent variable. Due to the significant interaction of the 2 independent variables \( (p < 0.001) \) in this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICM</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Bond Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>( p ) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>MTA</td>
<td>1.300 ± 0.529(^{c})</td>
<td>0.003(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>0.698 ± 0.184(^{b})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>MTA</td>
<td>3.592 ± 1.387(^a)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>1.109 ± 0.810(^{b})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHX</td>
<td>MTA</td>
<td>2.406 ± 0.600(^{c})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>0.953 ± 0.698(^{b})</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP</td>
<td>MTA</td>
<td>1.641 ± 1.044(^{c})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>0.599 ± 0.282(^{b})</td>
<td>0.007(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>MTA</td>
<td>0.533 ± 0.196(^{c})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>0.357 ± 0.191(^{b})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values are presented as means ± standard deviations. Different lowercase letters indicate that there are statistically significant differences between the groups within the column.

CON, control; CH, calcium hydroxide; CHX, chlorhexidine; TAP, triple-antibiotic paste; DAP, double-antibiotic paste; ANOVA, analysis of variance.

\(^*\)Indicates statistical significance at \( p < 0.05 \) according to the Student’s *t*-test; \(^{†}\)Indicates statistical significance at \( p < 0.05 \) according to 1-way ANOVA.
The mean values of bond strength recorded for the different ICMs were separately compared for each plug material. For MTA, there was a significant difference among the different ICMs ($p < 0.001$, Table 1). Compared to CON, CH had significantly higher bond strength ($p < 0.001$ for each). CH showed a higher bond strength than TAP and DAP ($p < 0.001$ for each). CHX showed a higher bond strength than DAP ($p = 0.001$). For BA, there was also a significant difference among the different ICMs ($p = 0.043$, Table 1), with only CH showing significantly higher bond strength than DAP. For each ICM separately, MTA showed significantly higher bond strength than BA ($p < 0.05$) with all the ICMs except for DAP, where there was no significant difference between the 2 plug materials ($p = 0.06$) in bond strength.

Regardless of the type of the ICM, there was no significant difference in the incidence of the different modes of failure for MTA (adhesive, 36%; mixed, 42%; cohesive, 22%; $p = 0.206$); for BA ($n = 50$); however, a significant difference was found in the incidence of the different modes of failure (adhesive, 14%; mixed, 38%; cohesive, 48%; $p = 0.010$) with the cohesive mode of failure being the most common. Regardless of the type of the plug material, no significant difference was found in the incidence of the different modes of failure for each ICM (CON, $p = 0.116$; CH, $p = 0.157$; CHX, $p = 0.951$; TAP, $p = 0.449$; DAP, $p = 0.951$). Representative specimens of each failure mode are shown in Figure 1.

A discolored material-dentin interface could be observed when TAP was used as an ICM (Figure 2). This was observed in 5 out of 10 specimens in the MTA subgroup and in 4 out of 10 specimens in the BA subgroup; this phenomenon was not observed for the other ICMs.

**DISCUSSION**

Disinfection is pivotal during REPs, and is mostly done using irrigants and ICMs. A coronal seal is another important step in REPs, and this function is usually provided by CSCs. The retention of the coronal plug is important due to its potential exposure to forces either upon the application of overlying restorative materials or upon mastication. BA is a TCS-based cement [8] that may display better endurance of chemical attacks than MTA [10], particularly upon exposure to the remnants of acidic ICMs used during REPs, such as TAP and DAP. The effect of such residues on the retention of BA, when used as a coronal plug in REPs, has yet to be compared to the corresponding effects on MTA retention.

MTA showed better retention than BA. This finding is in accordance with previous studies [10,21-23], whereas it disagrees with another study in which both materials performed
similarly [24]. In the latter study, MTA and BA were compared with Endosequence Root Repair Material (ERRM, Brasseler USA, Savannah, GA, USA), which recorded significantly higher bond strength than either material [24]; this could have masked the statistical significance of the difference between them if it existed. The variations in the bond strength
among various CSCs can be attributed to differences in their hydration kinetics and, consequently, their mechanical properties.

Hydration kinetics is strongly affected by the additives present in CSCs, which can modify their end products and, consequently, their properties and clinical performance [8]. Most hydration reactions and the maturation of MTA occur within the first week of setting and continue well beyond the clinically-observed setting time. Hydration results in the formation of crystalline CH (portlandite) and calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) as its main products. Portlandite crystals are large, and therefore could play a role in the frictional retention of MTA to dentin [10,25,26]. BA differs mineralogically from MTA, as BA contains monobasic calcium phosphate, rendering it a biphasic material [11], and amorphous silicon dioxide [8]. The features of biphasic materials include the lack of formation of portlandite and the amorphous nature of hydroxyapatite (HA) [12]. Hydration of BA results in the initial formation of CH, which disappears as the reaction continues [8]. Two mechanisms can explain the elimination of CH from BA: first, monobasic calcium phosphate reacts rapidly with CH in an acid-base reaction, forming dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD) and/or HA; such a decrease in CH also causes the equilibrium of hydration of TCS to shift towards forming more C-S-H gel [11]. Second, the amorphous silicon dioxide in BA further reacts with CH, producing additional C-S-H [10,27]. Both C-S-H gel and HA are poorly-crystalline nanometer-level structures [10,12], which could adversely affect the mechanical properties of the material.

The mode of failure of CSCs is usually adhesive [21,23,28]. In the present study, MTA showed a similar incidence of the different modes of failure, whereas, interestingly, the incidence of cohesive failure with 3-day-set BA was more than 3 times that of adhesive failure. This is in agreement, at least partly, with some previous studies [17,21-23,29]. In a previous study, cohesive failure was reported to be predominant with ERRM at neutral and acidic pH and with MTA only at neutral pH [29]; ERRM is a biphasic material [12], like BA.

This finding could be explained on the basis of the biphasic nature of BA. The formation of more nanometer-level phases, such as C-S-H and HA, with BA than is expected from MTA can allow their easier penetration within the dentin structure, especially after demineralization with acidic ICM. This can lead to better mechanical interlocking with the dentin structure, causing cohesive failure to be predominant. A previous study has shown earlier bioactivity with BA than with MTA [30].

The mechanical properties of plug materials, such as compressive strength and microhardness, affect the interpretation of their push-out bond strength findings through their correlation with the material's rigidity [31-34]. Additionally, as most cohesive failures were found within the material with BA, the role of the material's mechanical properties in interpreting its bonding behavior is accentuated. MTA has better mechanical properties than BA [35-37]. This has been attributed to several factors. The lack of aluminate in BA causes a lack of ettringite crystals, a main hydration product contributing to the strength of CSCs [36]. The physical properties of CSCs are also affected by their porosity [7,8]. The specific surface area of BA is nearly 9 times that of MTA, which has been attributed to the internal porosity of BA's unhydrated particles; this entails a higher fluid uptake, resulting in the need for more water to obtain an adequate mix [8]. High water-to-powder ratios result in increased material porosity and reduce the material's strength [8,37]. Another contributing factor is the higher availability of calcium-phosphate-cement forms in hydrated biphasic materials such as BA; in contrast, a major disadvantage of calcium phosphate cements is their poor mechanical properties [11].
The retention of MTA was more strongly influenced by the type of the ICM than the retention of BA, which showed relatively stable behavior; this supports the findings of a previous study that reported that the bonding of BA to dentin was more resistant to exposure to acidic pH than MTA in the context of perforation repair [10]. Several studies have shown that the properties of MTA tend to be affected by environmental conditions [10,13,28]. BA, in contrast, seems to show better endurance of environmental conditions, which could be due to its composition [7]. The incorporation of a phosphate compound in the chemical composition of a CSC can protect it against acidic attack on its microstructure and provide it with early strength [38]. Being the weak link in the hydrated CSC structure due to its liability to chemical attack, the lower CH content in BA than in MTA could explain the higher resistance of BA to unfavorable environmental conditions [10,27]. The lower solubility of phosphate compounds (DCPD and HA) formed in biphasic materials such as BA could also explain the possible lower degradation of these materials than MTA [11]. In addition, the predominantly cohesive failure mode detected for BA may also support the finding that the ICMs had a smaller influence on BA by acting at the material-dentin interface to affect its bonding potential.

CH was the only ICM to improve the retention of MTA to dentin compared to the control group; the other tested ICMs performed similarly to the control. CH was associated with better MTA retention than TAP or DAP, while CHX only performed better than DAP. For BA, none of the ICMs differed from the control, and only CH showed better bond strength than DAP. However, variable results have been reported in the endodontic literature on the effects of the ICMs used in REPs on the retention of CSCs [17-20]. Our findings are in accordance with 1 study [20], partly in agreement with another [17], and in disagreement with others [18,19]. Variations among studies may primarily be due to variations in experimental design, including the CSC types and durations of setting, as well as the ICM form, concentration, and method of removal [39,40] and the differential effects of ICMs on dentin, with which they were usually in contact for 3 weeks, as is the case for REPs.

The distinctive physicochemical properties of ICMs can significantly affect dentin in different ways. CH has a highly-alkaline pH (pH = 11.8 ± 0.1) compared to the highly-acidic pH of TAP (pH = 2.9 ± 0.1) and DAP (pH = 3.4 ± 0.1) [41]. Detectable TAP could be found deeper in the dentin (up to 350 µm) 28 days after application than was the case for residual CH, which was present at a shallower level [40]. A demineralizing effect has been detected and a collagen-rich matrix has been found to form on the surface of radicular dentin in contact with TAP and DAP [6,41].

The changes in the superficial dentin structure made by irrigants and ICMs can affect the potential of dentin to adhere to root canal filling materials [5]. Antibiotic pastes consistently decrease dentin microhardness, cause dentin erosion, and increase roughness [39,42-45]. However, the literature contains inconsistent results regarding the effects of CH on dentin properties within 1 month or less [46]. In more recent studies, dentin microhardness increased when EDTA was not used for CH removal [39,42], while it decreased when EDTA was used for 10 minutes [44]. In the present study, EDTA was used for only 1 minute. Altogether, it seems that CH allows CSCs to bond to a relatively ‘harder’ dentin, while antibiotic pastes allow them to bond to a ‘softer’ dentin; this could affect push-out bond strength readings.

Furthermore, the pH of dentin may help explain the effects of CH on the CSC bond. CH increases the pH of dentin [47]; this could improve the mechanical and bonding properties of CSCs [35,48]. CH remnants seem to remain superficial on the dentin surface [40], increasing frictional resistance at the dentin-material interface and thereby improving retention.
Relative variability exists in the effects of DAP compared to TAP on the retention of CSCs. In this study, TAP showed similar bond strength to CHX with both BA and MTA, and less bond strength than CH with MTA only. DAP, however, showed less bond strength than both CH and CHX with MTA and less bond strength than CH with BA. DAP could cause earlier softening of dentin than TAP after 1 week [45] and adversely affect tooth strength after 3 months, unlike TAP [39]. Scanning electron microscopic observations showed areas of collagen exposure with both DAP and TAP, and the native structure of the collagen fibrils was easily recognizable with TAP [41,43].

As both TAP and DAP show a similar potential of removability [49] and DAP has a higher pH than TAP [41], the variations in the effects of the 2 ICMs could be explained by differences in their composition. The addition of a tetracycline derivative to the antibiotic paste, as in TAP, seems to play a role in CSC-dentin bonding. Tetracycline and its semi-synthetic analogues, such as doxycycline and minocycline, are antibiotics with dentin-chelating properties. They inhibit matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), collagenses, and gelatinases, thereby showing dentin-protective properties [50-52]. It can be postulated that tetracycline may keep the collagen framework within dentin uncollapsed under the acidic pH of the antibiotic pastes; this might allow better interlocking between the uncollapsed collagen fibrils and the hydration products of CSCs, which could lead to better bonding and retention.

CHX did not seem to affect the retention of either MTA or BA. In a recent study, CHX showed a lack of demineralizing or solving effect on the mineral or organic content of dentin [6]. Ari et al. [53] showed that 0.2% CHX used as an irrigant was harmless to dentin microhardness and roughness. The effect of CHX on dentin microhardness is less pronounced than that of CH [5].

**CONCLUSIONS**

Within the limitations of the present study, it can be concluded that MTA shows better retention as a coronal plug than BA, but the BA failure mode is more likely to be cohesive than adhesive. BA retention is less affected than MTA retention by the different types of ICMs used in REPs. CH seems to improve the bond of MTA to dentin as a coronal plug. BA may be considered as an alternative coronal plug material in REPs.
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